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Event Grade Event Tent

Sizes Available 

3M X 4.5M

3M X 6M

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Remove all products from packaging.

3x3 M

1 2

Hex 5.5M 

Carefully remove the frame from the packaging and place
the frame feet down on a level surface. Progressively expand
the tent legs by pulling outward until the tent is almost at its
maximum spread. The assistance of multiple people may make
this process easier. At this point, do not extend the frame legs yet.

Place the canopy over the top of the frame, ensuring
each corner of the canopy fits over a corner of the frame.
Connect the Velcro straps around the top of the frame legs
on each corner. Fit the centre roof pocket over the centre post
head and pull the draw string until it is tight, securing the top
of the tent centrally in place.
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Once the canopy is secured to the frame, continue to pull the
frame outwards from the corners and push the truss bars up
until the locking pin is securely engaged in each tent leg before
progressing. At this point ensure the canopy is fitted suitably and
the Velcro straps are tensioned around each leg, and the central
valance straps are tensioned around the frame.

Progressively extend the legs to the desired height. Once the tent
is fully erected, place on a level surface and proceed to anchor the
tent using either the supplied anchor kit or the additional accessory
foot weights.

TAKE DOWN INSTRUCTIONS                 

Release the canopy’s central Velcro straps. Pull the locking pin height
adjusters to lower the legs gradually moving around the frame until
the legs are fully lowered.

The canopy can be left on the frame in the collapsed position during
storage if being used for regular use, but ensure the canopy is
completely dry before storage.

Pull the canopy tensioning locking pin adjusters to release the
tension. Gradually push the frame inwards from the outside of each
corner until the frame is completely collapsed. At this point the tent
cover can be fitted by sliding over the top and securing with the
buckle at the foot end.

Caution: Be careful not to trap hands or fingers in the frame during collapsing.
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